
 
 
 

 
|’ve never understood portable gaming.  Sure if you’re a ‘gadget man’ then go ahead, have one.  But for me, even when I was young enough to HAVE to use public 
transport and when I was lazing around a sixth form common room, I still did not feel the need to buy into handheld gaming . And today we have Homebrew, Emula-
tion, Pokemon, Dr Kawashima and of course portable Ridge Racer and I’m still not tempted.  I’ve been watching gamers playing PSP or DS on a train whilst overlooked 
by several strangers.  Of course you can’t help but look.  Even as a gamer I’m still astonished by the quality of the screen.  The same goes for non-gamers.  It’s a bril-
liant way to attract non-gamers into the arena.  Or is it? 
 
Back to the train.  I really wanted to cheer this dood on.  In fact I did, but it turned out his earphones were in and the volume was loud so my well intended jeering 
was….brief.   Similarly as sad, is the sight of gaming diminished to such an expressionless event.  An event where the player fails to punch the air or fails to smile and 
nod knowingly when he scores a long lob in ISS.  Or an event where the anger of slipping a position at the last corner of the last lap…for the third time in the row on 
RR…remains unspent. 
 
You see it has repercussions.  Imagine that RR player arriving at work after 30 minutes unspent frustration?  There’s a P45 in the waiting.  Also, watching someone play 
the vidies so lifelessly and straight-faced is not good pr for our beloved hobby.  It’s rather clear to me.  You should only take portable gaming on a train if you’re pre-
pared to sit in a locked toilet for the whole journey.  Not recommended then. 
 
So, protracted introduction over with, what in God’s name are these portables doing here?  Well the 1990 Atari Lynx was the first ever handheld colour game console.  
And it had a really nice racer.  The annoyingly titled Checkered Flag (no spelling mistake!) was an Atari home-grown Indy-car racing game.   It wasn’t flashy and didn’t 
invent anything new.  But what it did, it did really well.  You could have a really good wheel-wheel race with AI or pals.  Five other pals in fact via it’s link cables.  The 
engine, rumble, tyre squeal, crashing sounds were all good (dubious music could be turned off).  It had a convincing sense of speed, plenty of tracks, upto 9 AI cars, 
and variable laps meant a fairly long life.   Digital speech and all was squeezed into a 256Kb cartridge.  The other two racing games for Lynx was Roadblasters (of 
course) and Hard Drivin’ (of course).  No third party support and really awful battery life meant hardly anyone bought into handheld colour gaming at the time. 
 
The following year, 1991, Sega released the Game Gear.  With even worse battery life.  It had a really slow running (but good looking) version of Road Rash, Sega’s 
Monaco Grand Prix and Domark’s F1.  None of which were of much interest.  Both machines were commercially disastrous.   And the games were limited to ports of 8-
bit games (both were 8-bit).  BUT if you wanted portable colour gaming, Checkered flag was your choice. 
 
In 1998 came a colour Gameboy, but it was too little too late.  So in 2001 came the 32-bit game-boy—the GBA.  It was a big leap from the 8 bit handhelds which went 
before it.   It played for ages on it’s batteries and on it’s square 2.9” screen runs 240 x 160 pixels. 
 
With the advent of cheap digital camera’s, so too came an advancement in the quality and price of LCD screens.  In 2005 Sony released their PSP.  It is essentially a su-
per-computer without active cooling.  Amazing.  It has fairly good batteries, an absolutely amazing wide screen and runs games as good as PS2.  It’s a little bit large, 
but finally we have pocket gaming as good as the home games.  Analogue buttons and a tiny ‘nub’ joystick capped it off.  Of course the more adventurous might try 
the alternative handleld devices (N-Gage, GP2X, Gizmondo etc) 

 

Skull Valley at the top 
Speed of 219.             

Logan Speed. Spinning cars are 
very impressive 

Miami (night time with mirrors full of 
opponents)  

Ridgeway  Farmington.  Check out the Cars 
& Cows Page to see more 
screens! 
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